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WELCOME TO THE  

JAN/ FEB EDITION 2020. 
 

 
 

Image from Isle of Wight Deer Farm. 

 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!! 
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Firstly on behalf of the Country Watch Team we would like to wish you all a Happy 
New Year.  We have decided to reduce the amount of editions we send out each 

year.  We will be producing a newsletter every two months.  If there are any other 
changes you would like to see please drop us a line via our email address: 

countrywatch@hampshire.pnn.police.uk. Please put I.O.W. in the subject field. 
 

 

SHED & BARN THEFT CRIME 
PREVENTION: 

 
• Place all tools and garden equipment in locked sheds, barns and 

garages. 
 

• Secure more expensive items to an anchor point within the shed, 
barn or garage. 

 
• Record serial numbers and mark all items with a postcode, 

E.g. UV pens or forensic marking kits. Register the details for free on 
www.immobilise.com 

 
• Take photographs of items if they are unusual or unique for easy 

identification at a later date. 
 

• Fit an alarm. 
 

• Keep the structure in good repair. 
 

• Consider covering windows with curtains to obscure the view of 
contents. 

 
• Consider external lighting. 

 
• Ensure fences and boundaries are in good repair to prevent unlawful 

access. 
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SCAM WARNINGS!!! 

 

 
 

Scam call warning: Amazon Prime ‘renewal’ 
“An automated scam call is impersonating Amazon Prime, telling victims their subscription will be 
‘renewed’ for £39.99. Here’s what you need to watch out for. 

We’ve been made aware of an automated scam phone call designed to trick Amazon Prime 
customers into connecting with a fraudulent ‘account manager’. 

It’s similar in tactics to the ‘department ‘call, which also instructs victims to ‘press 1’ to be connected. 

From here, it’s highly likely scammers will attempt to extort bank details and/or personal data from 
you.” 

 

Royal Mail Scam: 
Text from Royal Mail has sent you a reminder regarding your winnings from our December draw.  
You can collect it here: http://qvwmk2.com/jkX.   

As you can see the above link definitely isn’t a Royal Mail address.  PLEASE DON’T CLICK ON THE 
LINK.  

 

TV License Scam: 
We are sorry to let you know that the TV License could not be automatically renewed.  
 
Something's gone wrong with your payments as we couldn't take the latest payment from your bank 
account, this amount will also need to be paid when you set up your new Direct Debit. 
 
Setup Direct Debit Now 
 
 

Remember, if you don't keep up with your payments, we may be forced to cancel your license or pass 
your details to a debt collection agency. To change your payment method, have a look at all your 
options. So, all you need to do is make sure there's enough money in your account. Or, if you prefer 
to pay the missed amount now, you can sign in online and pay using your debit or credit card. While 
you're signed in, please make sure we have your correct bank details. Regards, TV Licensing 
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Guide to Call Blocking Options:      
 
Stopping scam calls coming through is almost impossible, the scammers always seem to be one step 
ahead. 
What we can do is protect ourselves by using the technology available to us. Trading Standards have 
done some research and have a few options that could help you stay scam call free! 

 If you are a Sky or TalkTalk customer they both offer a free call blocking service – you just 
need to contact them to set this up. 

 You can purchase phones that block scam calls and allow through calls from friends and family 
that are stored in the memory. There are a variety of phones and the following comparison has 
been taken from the internet and may help to clarify which one suits you best. 

 
BT 

Premium 
Phone 

Panasonic 
KX-TGH260 

BT Halo 
Siemens 
Gigaset 
C620A 

Panasonic 
KX-PRW120 

Individual 
numbers blocked 

1,000 50 1,000 15 100 

Blocks which 
calls? 

All but those 
in address 

book, 
selected 

Anonymous, 
number 

withheld, 
groups, 
selected 

All but those 
in address 

book, 
selected 

Selected, 
anonymous 

silencing 

Withheld, 
selected 

Address book 200 Up to 3,000 2,000 250 500 

Answerphone 
capacity 

60 minutes 30 minutes 60 minutes 55 minutes 40 minutes 

 
Trading Standards do not recommend any particular phone or call blocker however they do endorse 
TrueCall technology 

 Call Blocking Units can be purchased online or from reputable traders. Always ensure that if 
purchasing one of these that you use a trusted online site as scammers are starting to realise 
that we block their calls and can pose as call blocking companies to try to scam you this way 

Do some research and find which option suits you best. 
 
Other top tips for dealing with scam calls 

 If you have caller display on your phone and you don’t recognise the number – don’t answer it 
– let it go to answerphone or just ignore it. 

 Any unexpected/out of the blue phone call is likely to be a scam 
 Never give bank or personal information over the phone to somebody you don’t know. 
 Never be rushed into making a decision – scammers don’t like to give you time to think. 
 If something sounds too good to be true – it probably is. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING 

ROGUE TRADERS 
 
 

 

Trading Standards are reminding residents to be on the lookout for doorstep traders. Whilst 
these seem to be more prevalent during the spring and summer months we have been made 
aware that there are traders currently on the Island and trying to take advantage of our older and 
more vulnerable residents. Please remember – 
 

 NEVER trade on the doorstep – your home is your castle and you do not have to allow 
anyone into it.  

 This can include, but not limited to traders trying to force you to get work carried out on 
your property such as roofing, gardening, drives, tree/hedge cutting but also callers who 
are trying to sign you up to cheaper/better energy deals 

 If you think you need work doing on your property get quotes from reliable traders either 
by recommendations from friends and family or from the Isle of Wight Council Trader 
Approval Scheme  

 No cold calling stickers can be obtained from trading.standards@iow.gov.uk 
 
If a trader is getting forceful and refusing to leave – you can call the police on 101 or Trading 
Standards in office hours on 823000 option1 
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Wet Weather Driving 
With the exceptionally wet winter we have had so far, the IWFRS have some tips 
for driving safely in the rain and on flooded roads. 

How to prepare for driving in heavy rain: 

Firstly it is always advisable to consider before you set off whether your journey is essential. 

If not, can it be delayed until after the rain has subsided? 

If so then plan your journey in advance, taking care to avoid areas which are prone to flooding, and factor in 
extra time to allow for slower speeds and potential congestion. 

It is also a good idea to let relatives and friends know your intended route and expected time of arrival and 
where possible, travel with others. 

Before you go: 

 Check that your windscreen wiper blades are fully functional.  

 Try to fill up with fuel before you travel, as getting stuck in traffic will increase your fuel 
consumption - Remember, with the lights, heater and wipers switched on, your fuel economy will be 
reduced even further. 

 Listen out for local news bulletins to keep up-to-date with road closures, flooding and forecasts.  

 Carry a mobile phone in case you encounter any difficulties during your journey.  

 Check that your tyres are of the recommended legal tyre tread depth so you can be sure you have a 
safe amount of grip on the roads.  

How to drive in heavy rain: 

 Firstly, slow down! Reduce your speed and leave more space between you and the vehicle in front as 
stopping distances in rain are increased.  

 Use dipped headlights so that other drivers can see you more easily.  

 Don’t use rear fog lights. They can mask your brake lights and dazzle drivers behind you.  

 Look out for large or fast-moving vehicles creating spray which reduces visibility.  

 Also remember to keep your air conditioning on, as this will stop your windows from misting up. 

 Listen out for local news bulletins to keep up-to-date with road closures, flooding and forecasts.  

 If you break down in torrential rain, keep the bonnet closed while waiting for help to arrive, to avoid 
the electrical system getting soaked.  

 Driving too fast through standing water could lead to tyres losing contact with the road. If your 
steering suddenly feels light you could be aquaplaning. To regain grip, ease off the accelerator, do 
not brake and allow your speed to reduce until you gain full control of the steering again.  

 Be considerate to other road users and try not to spray pedestrians and cyclists as you drive through 
water. 
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Heavy rain may lead to large puddles, areas of standing water and even flooding in 
the event that you may have to negotiate these types of conditions on the road, read 
below for our advice on how to drive through deep puddles. 

How to drive through water and floods: 

 “Puddles” may conjure an image of a small drop, but some can develop into 
sizable bodies of water. 

 Driving through these puddles incorrectly could cause serious damage to your car not to mention cost an 
extortionate amount to repair. 

As a result we’ve put together some top tips for driving through them: 

 Size up the puddle first – even if it means you have to stop your car and get out (getting a bit wet is a 
lot better than being left stranded). If the water is muddy you might not be able to see the bottom and 
gauge its depth. Try and find a stick or an object to find the lowest point.  

 If it’s clearly too deep for your car, find another way to your destination. Modern vehicles’ door 
seals are good and keep water out, but this can make a car buoyant, meaning it could begin to float if 
the water gets to deep leaving you stranded. Even in this instance the water will eventually find its 
way in.  

 If the puddle is shallow enough to drive through, try and spot any objects that may cause damage to 
your car’s wheels, tyres or suspension, potentially leaving you mid-puddle with a problem. This way 
you can pick a safe path across.  

 Once you’ve confirmed you can drive through the puddle and determined your route, keep your 
vehicle in a low gear (second is generally adequate) and engine revs up. This will help you maintain 
momentum when you travel through the puddle, creating a bow wave so you don’t get bogged down.  

 Once you exit the other side – and especially if the puddle is on the deep side – pause for a moment 
if you can to let any excess water drain away and flow back to where it came from.  

 If you can’t, be aware that grip levels on the road ahead will be diminished, as fluid from the puddle 
is dropped along the Tarmac by other cars.  

 It’s always worthwhile to gently brush your brake pedal on exit, creating some friction and therefore 
heat to evaporate off any excess moisture. Some luxury vehicles can sense when you’ve navigated a 
puddle and automatically do this for you, keeping braking performance as effective as possible. 

 Shallow puddles are not the most arduous obstacles to overcome, but it’s still important to remember 
that on the other side of a puddle grip levels could be lower. 

 Adjust your speed to suit the depth of the water, too. 

If the obstruction is deeper, take more time and care when crossing it. 

A few minutes planning could save you plenty of time – and money – in having your car repaired. And never 
attempt to drive through fast flowing water – you could easily get swept away. 
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What is Heritage Crime? 
 

Heritage crime, as defined by Historic England, is any offence which harms the value 
of heritage assets and their settings. Heritage assets are sites which are considered to 
have value to the heritage of England. Such sites include: 

 

• Listed buildings  
• Scheduled monuments  
• World Heritage Sites  
• Protected marine wreck sites  
• Conservation areas  
• Registered parks and gardens  
• Registered battlefields  
• Protected military remains of aircraft and vessels of historic interest  
• Undesignated but acknowledged heritage buildings and sites.  

 

This offence may take place indirectly through other crimes; those that are posing the 
largest threat to heritage sites are: 

 

• Criminal damage – vandalism, graffiti and arson 
• Architectural theft – in particular metal and stone 
• Unlawful metal detecting - often referred to as 'Night hawking' 
• Anti-social behaviour- in particular fly-tipping and off-road driving 
• Illicit trade in cultural objects  
• Unauthorised works to a listed building or scheduled monument. 
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Equine Beat Surgery 
 

 
 
 
WHERE:      Froghill Tack, Sandford, Isle of Wight. 

 
TIME:           12:00 – 13:00hrs. 

 
WHEN:        The 3rd Wednesday of the month. 
 

PCSO Karen ALLEN will be at Froghill Tack on the 3rd Wednesday of the 
month available to discuss any equine related matters with you.  If you would like 
your tack marked please let PCSO ALLEN know, and she can arrange to visit you at 
a convenient time and date to carry out this task.  Please note that only leather 
saddles can be marked.  

  
If for any reason Karen can’t make the 3rd Wednesday of the month please 

leave your contact details with a member of staff, and she will get back to you. 
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For attention of the Country Watch members who receive a paper copy 
of the newsletter, if you now have access to internet and email please 

keep in mind the I.O.W alerts website. Please let us know if you wish to 
join IOW alerts. It will be much appreciated if you are in the position to 

do this, as it will save our paper!!  

 

 

 

Isle of Wight Alert Community Messaging system 
The communities of the Isle of Wight play a key role in helping us to prevent and detect crime 
and anti-social behaviour. Improving the flow of information between the community and the 
police is vital to achieving our aim to work together to deter criminals and keep communities 

safe. 
 

This site provides an invitation for you to participate in the exchange of information with 
Hampshire Constabulary and Neighbourhood Watch. You do not need to join a specific watch 
scheme but you may find that there are like minded residents or businesses in your area who 

would welcome your support. 
 

If you live or work in the Isle of Wight, you are invited to register now to become a recipient of 
messages of information, crime alerts and witness appeals local to the area in which you live 

or work in a way that suits your needs and lifestyle by email, text or telephone.  
 

As a registered recipient you will not only benefit from two way messaging but may also hear 
about positive police action in your community, help identify suspected or wanted criminals 

or learn about community groups, events or meetings in your area. 

Please use the link http://www.iowalert.co.uk to access IOW alerts.  

 
 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS SERVICE IS NOT FOR REPORTING CRIMES OR INCIDENTS - TO 
REPORT THESE PLEASE CONTACT HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY ON 101. 
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ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTRY WATCH TEAM 
 
 
PS 24266 JUSTIN PRINGLE:     justin.pringle@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 
 
PC 22839  TIM CAMPANY:    tim.campany@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 
 
PCSO 13341 JUSTIN KEEFE:    justin.keefe@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 
 
PCSO 13231 CATHERINE QUINN:        catherine.quinn@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 
 
 
 

EQUINE LIASION OFFICER: 
 
PCSO 13129 KAREN ALLEN:                 karen.allen@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 

 
 

 
 

Email: countrywatch@hampshire.pnn.police.uk 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Follow us on Twitter: @IOWRuralPolice  


